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Introdution

Atmospheri and oeani motions are haraterized by a very wide range of length and

time sales, and by a rih olletion of varying physial phenomena, see e.g., [1℄, [2℄. The

mathematial desription of these motions reets this multitude of sales and mehanisms

in that it involves strong non-linearities and various sale-dependent singular limit regimes.

Furthermore, the haoti nature of atmosphere-oean ows and the inherent unertainties

in available measured data neessitate the inorporation of stohasti and/or statistial

omponents in omprehensive mathematial models.

Considerable progress has been made in reent years in the numerial simulation of

geophysial ows. Examples inlude detailed omputational studies of loud formation

proesses, medium range weather foreasts, and long term preditions of El Ni~no limate

phenomena (see, e.g., [3,4℄).

These promising developments and the growing publi awareness of potentially danger-

ous limate hange impats stimulate a staggering demand for inreased preision and sope

of omputational preditions, and for improved estimates of the remaining unertainties.

Mathing these expetations will require the systemati exploration of all the sienti�

potential available today. In partiular, modern applied mathematis may be expeted to

ontribute a number of important results and tehniques from the areas of partial di�er-

ential equations, stohasti analysis, statistis, optimization and ontrol theory, numerial

analysis, and sienti� omputing.

In turn, the omplexity of the mathematial problems in atmosphere-oean siene makes

this �eld a rih soure of new, intriguing hallenges in pure and applied mathematis.

This workshop brought together a group of mathematiians and theoretially oriented

disiplinary researhers, and overed the following spei� areas:

(1) Stohasti modelling of under-resolved proesses

The sales of atmosphere-oean ows over a range from a few entimetres to thou-

sands of kilometres. These sales annot simultaneously be represented on any

existing omputer. Thus the net e�ets of unresolved sale proesses must be mod-

elled or \parametrized". Methods of stohasti analysis in ombination with saling
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theories for small sale ow regimes may provide unonventional new approahes

to the problem of subgrid sale modelling.

(2) Development and rigorous justi�ation of redued asymptoti models

Suessful derivations of redued models from more omprehensive equation sys-

tems, [2,5℄, enable sienti� progress for (at least) two reasons. First, these redued

models identify ritial physial interations and allow one to study them in a sim-

pli�ed setting where rigorous mathematial analyses are still feasible. Seondly,

redued models often lead to more eÆient omputational representations of the

assoiated ow regimes. The tehniques of sale analyses traditionally used for suh

derivations in theoretial meteorology and oeanography are generally equivalent

or losely related to systemati singular perturbation methods, suh as mathed as-

ymptoti expansions, boundary layer tehniques, et.. However, the full potential of

multiple spae and multiple time sale analysis is yet to be explored in atmosphere-

oean siene. In the ontext of assessing unertainties of model preditions, an

inreasingly important role of mathematial theory will be the rigorous justi�a-

tion of redued models and/or the suggestion of judiious modi�ations that will

render them asymptotially orret.

(3) EÆient and aurate numerial methods

The omputational simulation of atmosphere-oean phenomena requires the numer-

ial integration of omplex nonlinear (stohasti) partial di�erential equations on

the most advaned super-omputers available, [6℄. The omplexity of the govern-

ing equations of atmosphere-oean models require sophistiated solution tehniques

that must exel in the areas of both auray and omputational eÆieny. The

transfer of modern numerial methods into omputational odes for atmosphere-

oean simulations promises onsiderable progress, provided that partiular atten-

tion is payed to a number of impliit onservation laws that play a key role for the

large sale, long time dynamis in atmosphere and oean.

(4) Blends of 1.-3.

The vast omplexity of atmosphere-oean systems makes it neessary to ombine

ideas from areas 1.-3. when addressing many, if not most, relevant sienti� ques-

tions. For example,

� numerial representations of atmosphere { oean ows must aount for the

degeneration of the governing equations towards redued asymptoti models in

the various singular limit regimes mentioned earlier,

� redued asymptoti models for partiular harateristi ow patterns may serve

als key building bloks of stohasti subgrid sale models,

� rigorous analyses for the validity of redued models and for the inuene of sto-

hasti noise enable improved estimates of the unertainties of omputational

preditions, and

� the ombination of lassial pde's for atmosphere-oean ows with stohas-

ti models for the subgrid sale will neessitate new omputational strategies

that allow one to merge the stohasti and quasi-deterministi aspets of the

resulting dynamis.

(5) Interdisiplinary disourse

Of utmost importane in the present ontext is an interdisiplinary disourse.

When addressing problems of pratial interest, a judiious hoie of sienti� foi

is needed to guide the mathematial researh. The neessary experiene and exper-

tise an only be found in the disiplines of theoretial meteorology, oeanography,
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and limate researh. In turn, by inorporating the fundamentals of applied math-

ematis new researh diretions, whih would otherwise not have been thought of,

may develop.

In summary, the projeted workshop on mathematial aspets of atmosphere-oean mod-

elling stimulated the development of novel researh ideas in applied and omputational

mathematis drawing from a truly ross-disiplinary exhange.
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Abstrats

Primitive-equation-based low-order models with seasonal yle: Model

onstrution and appliation to non-linearity and omplexity of large-sale

atmosphere dynamis

Ulrih Ahatz

In a ontinuation of previous investigations on deterministi redued atmosphere models

with ompat state spae representation two main modi�ations we introdued: First,

primitive equation dynamis is used to desribe the nonlinear interation between resolved

sales. Seondly, the seasonal yle in its main aspets is inorporated. Stability onsidera-

tions lead to a grid-point formulation of the basi equations in the dynamial ase. A total

matrix onsistent with the equations an be derived, provided surfae pressure is treated

as onstant in time. Using this matrix, a redution in the number of degrees of freedom

is ahieved by a projetion onto three-dimensional EOFs, eah of them enompassing si-

multaneously all prognosti variables (winds and temperatures). The impat of unresolved

sales and not expliitly desribed physial proesses is inorporated via an empirial linear

parameterisation. The basis patterns having been determined from a GCM data set, it is

found that, in spite of the presene of a seasonal yle, at most 500 modes are needed for

desribing 40% of the variane produed by the GCM. If ompared to various low-order

models with quasi-geostrophi dynamis our redued models exhibit, at these resolutions,

a onsiderably enhaned apability to predit GCM tendenies. Fairly di�erent results are

obtained with respet to the dependene of short-time preditability as limate simulations

on the number of employed degrees of freedom. Models using 500 basis patterns are signif-

iantly better in short-term preditions than smaller ounterparts. Meaningful preditions

of the �rst 500 EOFs are possible for 4-5 days, while the mean anomaly orrelation for

the leading 30 EOFs stays above 0.6 for nine days. In a 30-EOF model this is only six

days. A striking feature is found when it omes to simulations of the monthly mean states

and transient uxes: the 30-EOF model is performing just as well as the 500-EOF model.

Sine similar behaviour is also found in the reprodution of the number and shape of the

three signi�ant luster entroids in the January data of the GCM, one an speulate on

a harateristi dimension in the range of a few tens for the large-sale dynamis of the

limate attrator. Finally, no support is found for the lassi hypothesis that the observed

luster entroids, indiating multi-modality in the limate statistis, an be interpreted as

quasi-steady states of the GCM's low-frequeny dynamis.

Reent simulations of strati�ed turbulene without rotation

Peter Bartello

Simulations of strati�ed turbulene are presented. The fous was on ontrasting the statis-

tial features of the modes possessing potential vortiity (PV) from those that do not. It

was found that when foring is applied to the PV modes the vertial energy spetra of both

types of modes were almost at in the buoyany range. By ontrast, when high-frequeny

waves were fored, the wave energy spetrum deayed approximately as k

�3

z

, onsistent

with the notion of a "saturated gravity wave spetrum". However, the vortial spetrum

of the PV modes remained relatively at. Horizontal spetra onsistently showed a pro-

gressive steepening as strati�ation inreased. During all of these simulations the energy

of modes with zero horizontal wave number inreased very slowly.
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On limate stability, limate sensitivity and the dynamis of the enhaned

greenhouse e�et

I. Ray Bates

The dynamis of the enhaned greenhouse e�et resulting from a CO

2

inrease are stud-

ied using a simple two-zone aquaplanet model in whih the earth's rotation as manifested

through atmospheri angular momentum (AM) transport from the tropis to the extratrop-

is plays a entral role. The model's sensitivity to foring is viewed against the bakground

of its stability to free perturbations about equilibrium. Free perturbation in sea surfae

temperature (SST) are subjet to a destabilising inuene from the e�ets of the water

vapour infrared radiative (WVIR) feedbak and are stabilized by evaporation whih results

in moist onvetion and preipitation that deposits the latest heat removed from the sur-

fae above the level of the main water vapour absorbers, where it is radiated to spae. The

rate of evaporation depends on the surfae wind strength, whih is a funtion of the AM

transport. The model's equilibrium sensitivity to foring is found to be strongly related

to the degree of stability of its slow normal mode, whih is sensitively dependent on the

strength of the WVIR feedbak in the extratropis. The model's sensitivity is also strongly

dependent on the latitudinal distribution of the foring, whih determines the extent to

whih the wind sensitivity ats as a positive or a negative feedbak. Using estimates of the

parameters derived from observation and detailed radiative model alulations, the model

gives a temperature inrease for a on doubling CO

2

that lies in the range of that given

by general irulation models (GCMs). Extratropial ampli�ation of the temperature

response, whih is also seen in GCMs, is found to be a feature of the model's sensitivity

even if the foring is uniform. Dynamial reasons for the extratropial ampli�ation are

seen from the model and these involve the AM transport in an important way.

The Nonlinear Interation of Barotropi and Equatorial Barolini Rossby

Waves

Joseph A. Biello, Andrew J. Majda

Simpli�ed asymptoti equations are developed for the nonlinear interation of long wave-

length equatorial Rossby waves and barotropi Rossby waves with a signi�ant midlati-

tude projetion in the presene of suitable horizontally and vertially sheared zonal mean

ows. The simpli�ed equations allow for nonlinear energy exhange between the barotropi

Rossby waves and the barolini equatorial waves for non-zero zonal mean vertial shear

through wave-wave interations. Idealised examples in the model demonstrate that midlat-

itude Rossby wave trains in a barolini mean shear an transfer their energy to loalized

equatorially trapped barolini Rossby waves through a nonlinear \westerly wind burst"

mehanism. Conversely, equatorially trapped barolini Rossby wave trains in the idealised

model an transfer substantial energy to the midlatitude barotropi Rossby waves.

Loal equilibrium balaned approximations

Niola Botta

In the omputation of nearly balaned motions, partiular are has to be taken in onstrut-

ing disrete approximations. In fat, standard disrete methods generate, on realisti �nite

grids, unbalaned trunation errors whih are muh larger than the "true" signal. We anal-

yse the origin of this problem and disuss a general and simple approah for onstruting

balaned approximations.
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Statistial mehanis of strong and weak vorties

Oliver B

�

uhler

The motion of one-hundred point vorties in a irular ylinder is simulated numerially

and ompared with theoretial preditions based on statistial mehanis. The novel aspet

onsidered here is that the vorties have greatly di�erent irulation strengths. Spei�ally,

there are four strong vorties and ninety-six weak vorties, the net irulation in either

group is zero, and the strong irulations are �ve times larger than the weak irulations. As

envisaged by Onsager [Nuovo Cimento 6 (suppl.), 279 (1949)℄, suh an arrangement leads

to a substantial ampli�ation of statistial trends suh as the preferred lustering of the

strong vorties in either same-signed or oppositely-signed pairs, depending on the overall

energy level. It is found that the statistial mehanis preditions ompare remarkably well

with the numerial results,inluding a predition of vortex aumulation at the ylinder

wall for low energies.

New results on the semi-geostrophi model of large-sale atmosphere/oean

ows

Mike Cullen

The semigeostrophi (SF) model is an aurate model of large sale atmosphere/oean

ows with errors of order R

0

: (L

R

=L)

1=2

, where R

0

is the Rossby number (U/fL, f the

Coriolis parameter) and L

R

the deformation radius (NH/F, N the buoyany frequeny).

It predits ows with very stationary statistis, with only weak asades to small or large

sales. It an be proved that weak solutions of SF exist in Cartesian geometry with onstant

F for shallow water, 3D Boussinesq, and 3D ompressible ows. Some of the key steps in

extending the results to spherial geometry have also been proved, though no full result is

available. The latter ase is important as the ondition L > L

R

implies that the variation

of f is important.

Attrators of atmospheri models: stability and sensitivity to small

perturbation of external foring

V. Dymnikov

The theorems of existene of global attrators, neessary and suÆient onditions of at-

trator stability (as sets), and symmetry properties of Lyapunov exponents are given for

some atmospheri models. We de�ne the onditions of "quasi regular behaviour" of at-

mospheri dynamis and appliability of utuation-dissipation theorems for onstrution

of response operator to small perturbations of external foring. The appliability of the

above approah is veri�ed numerially for atmospheri models, of di�erent omplexity -

two-dimensional barotropi model, two-layer quasi geostrophi model, and GCM of mid

resolution.
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Stohasti Analysis of the Global Axial Angular Momentum Budget

J. Egger

Given the budget equations for the global axial angular momentum M, the related ovari-

ane equations are derived. These equations allow one to study the response of M to and

its impat on the mountain and frition torques in a stohasti framework. Data are used

to evaluate these terms and to assess their relative importane.

All ovariane equations are satis�ed quite well by the data. The mountain torque

is found to be generally more important in these ovariane equations than the frition

torque. The ase of the equatorial omponents is onsidered as well where the torque by

the Earth's bulge is dominating by far.

A irulation model for teahing and researh

Klaus Fraedrih

A portable, modular general irulation model is presented and numerial experiments with

it. Experimental design, results and physial interpretation is given for two examples. Low

frequeny variability and long-term memory indued by two storm traks show properties

of the teleonnetion patterns observed in the atmosphere.

Statistial preditions and dynamial simulations for models of open-oean

deep onvetion

Marus I. Grote

Within basins that exhibit open-oean deep onvetion, onvetively mixed uids are often

observed in regions of upward-doming isopynal surfaes. Consistent with observations,

a reent equilibrium statistial theory (DiBattista, Majda, Marshall 2001) applied to a

simpli�ed two-layer QG model predits the onentration of onvetive overturning about

the peaks of upwelling isopynals indued either by a yloni bakground gyre or bottom

typography. Here we ompare the preditions of statistial mehanis with a DNS of the

simpli�ed model to study the dynami relaxation to statistial equilibrium.

Mesosale heat transport due to barolini vorties in singular representation

Vladimir Gryanik

A problem of heat transport of turbulent isolated deep-onvetion is onsidered. Ballisti

rather than di�usion approah is introdued and studied. Ballisti stirring gives the upper

bound for heat transport at mesosales in the oean R

2

� C

2

t

2

.

How an informational entropy be used in the atmospheri limate theory?

Mihael V. Kurgansky

This tentative talk is aimed to disuss some aspets of equilibrium statistial uid me-

hanis and its possible impliations to the atmospheri limate theory. A priniple of

maximum of informational entropy is applied to introdue: (i) a steady spetral distribu-

tion of kineti energy on a barotropi atmosphere and (ii) steady statistial distribution of

properly modi�ed Ertel's potential vortiity in a hemispheri atmosphere.
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Predition of ENSO using luster-weighted modelling

Frank Kwasniok

Preditions of ENSO (El Ni~no Southern Osillation) using the methodology of luster-

weighted modelling (also referred to as probabilisti or Bayesian network) are presented.

The preditand is the Ni~no3.4 sea surfae temperature anomaly index. Sea surfae tem-

perature and sea level pressure in the tropial Pai� area are used as preditors. The

preditor-preditand relationship is modelled by a mixture of loal linear models. Eah

model is assoiated with two Gaussian probability distributions, one desribing its domain

of inuene in phase spae and one desribing its predition output. The atual predition

is then a onvex ombination of the individual probability distributions. Hene the luster-

weighted modelling approah provides a non-linear, non-Gaussian probabilisti predition

sheme. The loations in phase spae, the predition oeÆients and the predition un-

ertainties of the models are determined from observational data aording to maximum

likelihood using the expetation-maximization algorithm. The method is evaluated both as

a deterministi and a ategorial probabilisti predition sheme. A ross-validated predi-

tion skill is estimated and ompared to that of more onventional methods. Impliations

of the results for nonlinearity and stohastiity of ENSO are disussed.

Charaterization of shear-strati�ed turbulene for a model tropospheri jet

Alex Mahalov

Large-sale (1024x512x512) diret numerial simulations are performed to study an at-

mosphere jet at the tropopause. The basi state is haraterized by a jet entred at the

tropopause and a non-uniform vertially variable bakground strati�ation. The turbulent

�eld is haraterized by the presene of two asymmetri shear layers above and below the

jet stream ore and layered struture. Vertial variability of the turbulene outer sales

(Ozmidov, Tatariskii, Ellison, buoyany, shear and others) are investigated. The ratios of

the Ellison to buoyany sales are muh smaller than unity in mixed regions and approah

unity at the edges, on�rming that mehanial turbulene prevails on the ore whereas

nonlinear wave interations are signi�ant at the edges. With dereasing bakground strat-

i�ation, a lear separation was observed between the altitudes where enhaned nonlinear

wave interations our and where the shear prodution is peaked.

Internal and inertial wave attrators

Leo Maas

Continuously (here: uniformly) strati�ed uids and rotating homogeneous uids support

linear waves that di�er from surfae waves. In ontrast with the usual ase one now

has monohromati waves whose spatial struture is determined by  

xx

�  

zz

= 0 (2D,

linearized, invisid, Boussinesq uid). Inertial waves satisfy this equation in long hannels,

far from end walls (in general, they satisfy Poinar�e's-eqn. P

xx

+ P

yy

� P

zz

= 0). In

2D, exat solutions with y=0 at the boundary follow by method of harateristis for

arbitrary domains. Typially, when there is at least one side not parallel or perpendiular

to gravity, foussing zones plae onto wave attrators (limit yle). The reetion point

of the attrator from the boundary leads to mixing hotspots. In the rotating ase this

indues mixing of angular momentum and yloni mean ows. In a radially-strati�ed,
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rotating spherial shell foussing is on either equatorial wave attrators feeding a mean

ow of the ounter and underurrent type observed near the equator. At the same time

waves are also attrated to \their" inertial latitude, near the bottom, perhaps explaining

ubiquitousness appearane of inertial osillations in oean. Laboratory experiments on�rm

the appearane of attrators.

Resonanes between gravity waves and topography

Paul A. Milewski

We present the redued dynamis for periodi shallow water waves propagating over pe-

riodi topography. The dynamis is governed by oupled Korteweg - de Vries equations

where the oupling is a onvolute of the waveform and the topography. This an be viewed

as a resonant form of Bragg sattering. We show two types of simulations from the equa-

tions. Time-dependent solutions whose initial data is a nonlinear solution to the unoupled

KdV, and periodi solutions, satisfying no ow onditions at the boundary, orresponding

to \sloshing" waves in an enlosed tank.

Multisale organisation of tropial onvetion

Mithell W. Monrieff

The intra seasonal osillation, or Madden-Julian osillation (MJO), is a fundamental mode

of tropial variability in whih the interation of onvetion with the tropial dynamis is

important. However, limate models and NWP models have poor skill in the predition of

MJOs. This is likely due to de�ienies in onvetive parameterisations. The hypothesis

explored herein is that onvetion organized on sales 100-1000 km (mesosales) is a key

proess. This hypothesis is explored using two approahes. Firstly, loud-resolving models

are used in plae of onventional onvetion parameterisation (super-parameterisation).

This approah suessfully predits MJOs and gets the orret propagation speed, and

overall struture. Seondly, an analyti model is derived to explain the results of the

super-parameterisation. This model represents the MJO as a non-sale system - a large-

sale irulation and organized onvetion - that is shown to be dynamially equivalent

though a mapping of the harateristi nondimensional numbers (i.e., onvetive Froud

number and Rossby number). This simple model explains the simulated MJO as well as

the super-rotation that it generates. These results on�rm the importane of organized

onvetion on mesosales to the MJO dynamis.

Atmospheri heat transport by synopti-sale eddy ensembles in SDCMs:

methods of desription

Vladimir K. Petukhov

An overview of zonally averaged statistial-dynamial models is given. Some onventional

theoretial models of heat transfer of synopti eddy ensembles are analysed and important,

unresolved problems are outlined. A horizontal non-stationary model of synopti sale

vorties ensemble is presented and the main results of the model are surveyed.
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Partile methods in geophysial uid dynamis

Sebastian Reih

The rotating shallow water equations are a simple model for geophysial uid dynamis.

The long term dynamis is strongly a�eted by onservation laws of mass and vortiity as

well as geostrophi balane. The talk reviewed a lass of Hamiltonian partile methods.

These methods onserve mass, irulation and PV. This makes them ideally suited for long

term simulations and statistial mehanis type investigations.

Barolini Eddy Fluxes and the Thermal Strati�ation of the Extratropial

Atmosphere

Tapio Shneider

Barolini eddy uxes dominate the transport of entropy in the extratropial atmosphere

and, presumably, set the tropopause height and thermal strati�ation. A dynamial on-

straint on the extratropial tropopause height and thermal strati�ation is derived from

a relation between entropy uxes (isentropi mass uxes) and eddy uxes of potential

vortiity and surfae potential temperature. Based on di�usive eddy ux losures, the

dynamial onstraint relates the tropopause potential temperature to the surfae potential

temperature and its gradient. Impliations of the dynamial onstraint for the existene

of a turbulent inverse energy asade in the atmosphere are disussed.

Stability of Rossby waves in the B-plane approximation

Leslie Smith

The motivation is to understand the mehanisms for energy transfer from small-sale tur-

bulene to anisotropi large-sale ows in various models of geophysial phenomena. To

this end, Floquet theory is used to desribe the unstable spetrum at large sales of the B-

plane equation linearized about Rossby waves. Base ows of one to three Rossby waves are

onsidered analytially using ontinued frations and the method of multiple sales, while

base ows with more than three Rossby waves are studied numerially. It is demonstrated

that the mehanism for instability hanges from inetional to triad resonane at an 0(1)

Rhines number, independent of Reynolds number. For a single Rossby wave base ow, the

ritial Reynolds number for instability is found in various limits, and resonant triads are

shown to derease the ritial Reynolds number below the large Rhines number value. For

more isotropi base ows onsisting of many (up to forty) Rossby waves, the most unstable

mode is purely zonal for Rhines numbers above two, and nearly zonal for Rhines number

one-half, where the transition Rhines number is again 0(1).

Math modelling of the oean's well-mixed layer

Esteban G. Tabak

A series of mathematial models is presented to shed light on various aspets of the dy-

namis of the wind-stirred upper oean layers: resonant energy transfer from the wind into

surfae waves and from these into internal modes supported at the base of the mixed layer,

entraining of waters from the oean interior by breaking waves, and turbulent di�usion. It

is envisioned that all these proesses play a signi�ant role in establishing the depth and

main properties of the well-mixed layer.
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Global regularity for a dissipative planetary geostrophi model

Edriss S. Titi

We onsider a visous thermoline geostrophi planetary model. In the onservation of

momentum equation the veloity vetor �eld is linearly related to the temperature. Sine

one an ontrol the LP norms for the temperature one an in turn show that the veloity

�eld remains bound in the L

6

norm. This is in turn suÆient to show that the temperature

gradient remains �nite for all time. As a result one an boot-strap to show global regularity

of this three-dimensional geophysial system. In addition, one an show that the dynamial

system indued by the solution operator is dissipative and possesses a �nite dimensional

global attrator. This was a joint work with Chang-Sheng Cao from the CNLS at Los

Alamos National Laboratory.

Atmospheri turbulene, theory and models

Ka-Kit Tung

Atmospheri large-sale motions satisfying Quasi-Geostrophi saling onserve pseudo-

potential vortiity as well as total energy. It was thought that this twin onservation

prohibits net downsale energy uxes in QG turbulene, akin to the situation in 2D turbu-

lene. We show that suh \proofs" must be wrong beause onservation laws should not

by themselves determine the diretion of energy ow. Instead the ux of energy should

be direted from sales of injetion to the sales of dissipation, whihever these may be.

Observational evidene is presented to show that there is no inverse energy asade inertial

subrange in the atmosphere. The only possible inertial subrange over the subsynopti and

mesosales has downsale energy uxes. The observed energy spetrum in the atmosphere

from tens of thousands of kilometres and tens of kilometres an be simulated in a model

with energy and enstrophy injetion in the synopti sales (5,000 km - 2,500 km), Ekman

damping at the planetary sales (>5,000 km) and hyperdi�usion at the smallest sales

resolved (100 km). Power-law behaviour is found with k

�3

behaviour between (2,500 km

- 750 km) and k�5=3 behaviour over the mesosales (<2,500 km). Both enstrophy and

energy ux are downsale in this region.

Nonlinear geostrophi adjustment

Vladimir Zeitlin

Cauhy problem for a single-saled loalized initial perturbation is solved perturbatively

in Rossby number in a series of models for rotating strati�ed uid, namely in rotating

shallow water model, two-layer rotating shallow water model and ontinuously strati�ed

hydrostati primitive equation models. The alulations performed in �rst three orders

of perturbation theory in both geostrophi (Burger number of order unity) and frontal

geostrophi (small Burger number) regimes show deoupling of fast (inertia-gravity waves)

and slow (vortiity) omponent. The evolution of the slow omponent follows from elim-

ination of resonanes in fast dynamis. It is shown that there is no wave-drag in slow

dynamis. However, in the presene of strati�ation (2-layer rotating shallow water, and

primitive equations) the time sales of the evolution of the slow omponent and that of

modulation of the fast omponent are the same in the frontal regime, i.e., time splitting is

inomplete. Both evolution equations and well-de�ned initialisation proedure for slow and

fast omponent of motion are obtained. The results prove that slow, balaned equations

known previously in geophysial literature are onsistent.

Edited by Rupert Klein
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